
Proposal For

Power, Fuel, and Stealth

Submitted By:    Planning

The Problems:   

The solar panels may not arrive.  Even if it does, we will lose the use of gasoline engines
to perform valuable work. Even if we do have electrical power in some form, we must 
always be practicing perfect stealth. 

Assumptions:  

 Night lighting must be at a minimum so as to not reveal our presence. 

 After we have depleted the propane for cooking, we will have to resort to the rocket 
stove, which requires finely split wood.

 Before we split the wood we have to cut it into smaller lengths.  This requires a 
chainsaw, a skill saw or a bow-saw.  The first two are labor saving but noisy.

 To split the wood we have a gasoline log splitter, which is most productive but noisy, 
and a manual operated log splitter.  An ax would also be noisy.

 We have several gasoline powered generators that could be useful to someone or 
sometime.  The drawback is that it is noisy.


Possible Options to Dim Night Lighting.

          *    Jim will purchase a dozen energy saving red A/C light bulbs.   Cost:  $55

    *    Jim will purchase red cellophane to repair broken auto tail lights. 
         This can be used to tape over 12 VDC camper lights.               Cost: $10

Possible Options for Silencing Engines:

 Construct a twenty foot tall muffler system that will send the noise into the clouds, 
making it difficult to determine the direction of the noise origination.

 Make the muffler such that it will fit the generators, the log splitter as well as the 
chainsaw.       Cost:   $50

 In order to perfect the stealth even more, use those engines only during a rain storm.

Pros:  
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 Night lighting must be at a minimum so as to not reveal our presence. 

 After we have depleted the propane for cooking, we will have to resort to the rocket 

Cons:  

 The muffler and working in the rain makes woodcutting even more dangerous.

 If we are idle for the most part, it might be better to use manual systems to keep bodies 
and minds toned.

Construction Details:  

           Note:  Rough idea as this is just in my head; there is no cookbook for this.

              *  Purchase  twenty feet of 3 inch PVC pipe. 
          

              *   Install a Tee on the bottom of it.        

              *   Place an end cap on the bottom of an 18 inch stick of the 3 Inch pipe, with an end cap 
              on the bottom of that so that the weight of the 20 feet pipe will not dig into the ground 
              due to vibrations.

         *   Cut other short sticks of the pipe to raise or lower the Tee to fit other machines. 

         *  Make a fixed metal tube to encase the engine exhaust manifold  to carry the heat and 
             noise to the PVC pipe.  Once it gets to the PVC, heat will no longer be a problem. 

        *  Cut and pop rivet the metal pipe (3” wood stove pipe) around the manifold. 
            Seal from the inside around the manifold with steel wool.

             *  Make a metal flex pipe to fit the chain saw.  
           Perhaps we could use an aluminum dryer vent reinforced on the outside in some way, 
           perhaps by wrapping a rubber tube around it.  
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